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Abstract. The reasons of low performance of mining machine picks are stated herein. In order to 
improve the wear resistance and the cutting ability of picks a new design of a cutting carbide tip 
insert to be fixed on a removable and rotating pick head is developed. Owing to the new design, the 
tool ensures a twofold increase in the cutting force maintained longer, a twofold reduction in the 
specific power consumption of the breaking process, and extended service life of picks and the 
possibility of their multiple use.  

1. Introduction 
The main cutting tools used for breaking rock and minerals in coal, salt, ore mines and etc. by mining 
machines are conical rotary picks. Having a pointed body and being reinforced with a hard-alloy tip, such 
picks ensure considerable cutting force and a relatively long service life. Easy replacement, operational 
reliability, self-sharpening while rotating promote a wide use of this type of picks. Thus, for the last two 
decades shearers and road headers in the Russian Federation are fitted mainly with these picks. Annually 
about 80 mln. tons of coal in the Russian mines are broken by conical rotary picks. Their consumption rate 
is up to 250-300 thousand pcs per year. Milling drums of surface miners widely used in quarries of the 
United States, Australia, South Africa and other countries for layer-by-layer breaking of rock are also fitted 
with conical picks. Over 200 picks can be mounted on a milling drum at a time. The consumption rate of 
wear resisting picks produced by BETEK is up to 1.6 pcs per every 1,000 tons of broken rock mass [1]. Due 
to a poor quality of picks, the consumption rate may increase up to 14-27 pcs per 1,000 ton of broken rock 
mass [2].  

The pick is designed as a steel cylinder shaped body with a tapered head. A conical reinforcing hard-
alloy insert tip for rock breaking is soldered in the top of the head. The practice of using picks in coal mines 
of Russia, India, and Australia shows that one of the disadvantages significantly reducing the service life of 
picks mounted on mining machines is early wear of the pick body [3,4] resulting in reduced efficiency of 
the joint and the reinforcing insert falling out which leads to premature pick failure. Thus, the consumption 
of cutting tools increases and mines incur significant purchase costs.  

 
2. Results and Discussion 
The wear of picks mounted on roadheaders and shearers was tested in Kuzbass mines during 2008-2015. 
Road headings and coal faces of twenty mines were examined. The wear degree of picks mounted on a 
mining machine is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Picks are used on a mining machine until a hard-alloy tip wears out; then picks are removed and 
replaced with new ones. The picks in Fig. 1 are worn evenly after long time operation. However, in terms 
of research different wear patterns were identified which determine their operation periods. Table 1 shows 
the reasons of conical rotary picks failure  [5].  
 

 
Figure 1. Picks wear over time 

 

 
 

Table 1. Percentage of RSH picks failure by types 
№ Failure type Failure percentage, 

% 
1 One-sided wear of pick body with 

further breaking-out of cutting insert  
45 

2 Even wear of pick body 27 
3 Loss of picks 25 
4 Break of pick body 3 
 TOTAL 100 

 
According to these experimental results, only 27% of RSH picks are worn out during rock breaking 

operations. Almost 50% of picks break down prematurely and do not pay back; and 25%  are lost, and 
mines bear direct losses.  

One of the reasons of early breaking out of a cutting insert is a high wear of a steel body around it. 
Premature thinning of the body walls results in the inability of the metal to resist the side force affecting the 
tip, therefore, the insert is broken out of the holder (Fig. 2) [2].  
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Figure 2. RKS-1 pick with a hard-alloy insert broken out 

 

Similar deformation of picks in the Indian and Australian mines are identified and described by foreign 
researches (Fig. 3) [3, 4 ]. The examination of failures shows an early wear of a steel body around the hard-
alloy tip. At the same time, the tip itself has an insignificant wear rate, retains its shape, and can be used 
again. However, the strength of steel is considerably lower than the strength and wear resistance of ceramic 
alloys. Another uncovered reason is uneven hardening of the pick head during heat-treatment [6]. 

 

  
Figure 3. Early wear of a pick body around the tip 
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Many research papers of scientists around the world deals with examination and elimination of such 
types of picks deformation [7
increasing strength of the steel body, balancing the wear resistance of the inserts and the holder, providing 
additional head protection around the tip, etc. One of the recent practical solutions is that of 
offering a carbide ring
The ring covers the front part of the pick head in the place of soldering the tip, protects the steel body from 
premature wear, and extends the service life of the hard

 

A similar solution was developed by 
a protecting ring on the head nose. Despite the innovative nature of the solution, it has significant 
disadvantages. The first disadvantage is that this solution increases the pick cost and does not allow its 
further utilization after the hard
cutting rock mass. Its breaking mechanism is deformation and chipping out that requires high power 
consumption and mechanical efforts that result in overgrinding and lower
12]. High dust generation contaminates the atmosphere and poses a risk of explosion in mines. During such 
contact with the rock mass the pick is exposed to considerable friction resulting in sparkling, thus high 
water consumption is re
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Figure 5. Pick with hard-alloy cutting tip: 
А – front view; В – side view; 

1 – cylinder shaped holder; 2 – circular groove; 3 – split pin holes; 4 – main head; 5 – 
replaceable head; 6 – axial lug of replaceable head; 7 – circular groove on axial lug; 8 – socket; 
9 – screw hole; 10 – retaining screw; 11 – hard-alloy tip; 12 – cutting edge of tip; 13 – rounded 
face; 14 – securing pin; 15 – axial bore; 16 –hook; 17 – tip eye ring; 18 – lock; 19 – locking 
petals; 20 – spring; 21 – pin receiver  

 
 
It is proposed that a new tip should be shaped as a semi-circle with a cutting edge, rather than as a cone. 

A cutting edge is sharpened at 50-80 degree angle with due account to hardness of rock to be broken. 
The solution follows the modern line of improving rock breaking methods by using disk tools 

acknowledged recently as the most promising [15]. In addition to that, the service life of the proposed 
cutting tip made of tungsten-cobalt alloy will be longer than that of a steel disk tool. Currently its 
production of hard alloys is deemed cost-inefficient due to large size (200-250 mm).  

A pick produced in the way above is utilized as follows. A pick mounted on the cutting body of a 
mining machine or a surface miner is brought to the coal or rock surface and a breaking process begins, 
wherefore the pick is forced into the rock to a depth of h and is moved there. The angle of inclination of the 
pick mounted on modern machines to the cutting surface (angle of attack) is 45-55 degree. Once the pick 
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contacts the rock mass, owing to friction and three rotary groups (pick in block; replaceable head in the 
main head; tip in replacement head), the tip 11 rotates along the line of least resistance. Its cutting edge 12 
is aligned with the line of pick movement over the rock surface, penetrates into it and cuts. Rock is broken 
with less effort in a light duty mode as the penetrating power and the cutting ability of the cutting edge 12 
of the tip 11 is higher than those of the conical tip. Mining machine mechanisms operate without dynamic 
overloads and consume less energy. Beveled cutting edge 13 of the tip encourages easier cutting and 
movement of the pick in the rock mass. A special pattern of mounting picks on the cutting tools of a mining 
machine ensures the required frequency of cutting lines to separate parts of rock.  

The tip 11, owing to its conical shape, covers the replaceable steel head 5 and protects it from the 
contact with the rock and wear. After a long-lasting operation of the pick and inevitable wear of its tip 11 a 
retaining screw 10 is unscrewed, and the replaceable head 5 is taken out of the main head. Then by clasping 
petals 19 of the lock 18 the securing pin 14 is released and taken out of the axial bore 15 of the replaceable 
head. The worn out tip 11 is replaced with a new one, the tip is attached in the reverse order to the 
replaceable head secured to the main head 4 by the retaining screw 10, and another operating cycles begins. 
It ensures extended service life of the replaceable head. In case of unforeseen excessive wear of the tip 11 
and damage to the replaceable head, the latter is replaced with a new one. However, the holder 1 and the 
main head 4 are utilized multiple times. The service life of the pick increases significantly as compared to 
the picks used at this moment.  

Three rotating parts of the proposed pick (holder, replaceable head, and tip) prevents jamming of the 
tool in one position and significantly reduces its accelerated one-sided wear. Two parts (tip and replaceable 
head) replaced in terms of gradual wear ensure extended service life of the pick. 

A cutting edge of the tip encourages cutting and chipping of rock without its crushing, and no 
compacted core is formed under the pick. As the length of the cutting edge 12 of the tip greatly exceeds 
that of the cutting edge of the conical carbide insert, the cutting ability of the new tip is maintained longer. 
Destruction of the rock mass with a blunt pick results in increased operational load of mining machines and 
high energy consumption. According to the research, in order to penetrate into the rock mass at the depth of 
1mm the force of 4.7 kN is required for a sharp tool, the double force is required for a blunt tip (Fig. 6) [5].    

 

 

Figure 6. Force required for penetration of a sharp (1) and blunt (2) tools into the core 

Other tests showed impact of the cutting angle of the tip on the cutting force with ultimate uniaxial 
compression strength of 52.3 MPa and sandstone density of 2.5. t/m3. It was revealed that rock breaking 
with Sandvik conical pick P9QA-2560-3562 having a tip of 12 mm  and cutting angle of 70 degree at the 
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depth of 15
pick with the cutting angle of 110 degree (blunt) the cutting force should be 80
revealed that the specific energy consumption of rock breaking increased two
blunting from 70 to 110 degree [16].

 

 
The tests conducted in mines showed that the specific energy consumption of KPD mining machines 

equipped with conical picks increases at least by 20% during the first operation as picks become blunt [17]. 
Great and continuous cutting ability of the proposed pick considerably reduces the energy consumption 

of rock breaking operations, frictional sparkling of the pick, enhances security of underground mining. 
Switching from destruction and chipping out to cut
The given advantages of the designed tool determine the prospects of its utilization in coal, sole, and 
gypsum mines, etc. 

3. Conclusion
Wide use of conical rotary picks on mining machines and su
by high consumption of cutting tools. One of the reason of frequent replacement of picks is early wear of 
the steel body around the carbide pick that results in chipping out of the tip from the holder. The rec
innovative solutions are not perfect yet. Besides, the conical shape of the pick tip determines the 
destruction and chipping nature of the rock breaking process that results in high energy consumption

A design of the pick with a cap tip and a cutting
tip is not soldered, but mounted on the replaceable head of the pick and secured by a small pin through an 
axial bore which enables rotation of the tip. The replaceable rotary head is secured by an ax
socket of the main head and retained by a screw. Once the pick contacts the rock mass, owing to the attack 
angle and three rotary groups (pick in block; replaceable head in the main one; tip on replacement head), 
the tip rotates along the li
movement over the rock surface, penetrates into it and cuts. Rock is broken with less efforts in a light duty 
mode as the penetrating power and the cutting ability of the pick cu
the wear rate twice as less as of the blunt conical insert.  

Mining machine mechanisms equipped with the proposed picks will operate with less dynamic loads 
and energy consumption. The specific energy consumption of t
two- or threefold. Besides, cutting of coal and rock, instead of crushing, results in reduced friction and 
sparkling in coal faces, less production of fines and dust, reduced risk of explosions in the dust
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atmosphere in coal faces. The possibility to replace worn tips and changeable heads ensures operation of a 
pick holder during 5-10 cycles and reduces purchase costs.  
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